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Connect.

The People. The Process.
Navigating the steps of the
legal system requires
connection. First Legal
understands the process
and has the right connections.
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The
Cornerstones
of First Legal
You face enough complication
in your job. Our team frees
you from that burden.
First Legal will transform how
you view litigation services
and the people who provide it.
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Strategize.

Your Expertise is Litigation. Our
Expertise is Litigation Services.
As thought-leaders and
innovators, we have over
30 years of experience and
proven results. Trusting in
First Legal as your strategic
partner ensures a streamlined
approach. That, is a
winning strategy.
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Simplify.

Transform.

First Legal simplifies the
litigation life-cycle. Partnering
with us allows you to focus on
the case at hand.

Our File Thru Trial™ approach
saves you time from
managing multiple litigation
service providers. First Legal
is ready to assist with all your
litigation support needs.

The Law is Complex.
The Process Doesn’t Have to Be.

Changing How Legal
Services Are Done.

Connect.
Strategize.
Simplify.
Transform.

First Legal is the first true comprehensive File Thru Trial™ solutions firm. We are uniquely qualified and have proven to bring
continued success to our clients. That success comes through our culture of innovation and trust, commitment to quality
service and depth of industry knowledge. This single-source approach enables us to simplify the litigation process for
our clients.
First Legal Investigations Licenses: CA PI: 24171, AZ PI: 1551710. In Nevada, Court & Process and Investigations operations are provided by First Legal
Investigations, NV License: NV PI-PS: 1452.

File Thru Trial™

Court & Process

File Thru Trial
Transforming How You Think About Litigation
™

When it comes to legal support, our team exceeds your
expectations with exceptional service, accuracy and
efficiency. Our wide variety of filing options means we can
take orders by web, email, phone or pickup—whichever fits
your unique situation. Our specialists have the grass-roots
knowledge to navigate you through the multitude of
local requirements.

Litigation moves in ordered steps, connecting process to process. Though methodical, it rarely proceeds in a straight line.
Litigation often demands frequent starts, stops and do-overs. As litigation service experts, we understand the progression
of a case and partner with you from File Thru Trial™.
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Pre-File

Discovery
Document management, forensics,
data collection and court reporting
are just a few parts of the busy
discovery phase. Use our team to
navigate this time-intensive process.
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File

SIMPLIFY your
litigation support
needs. Partner with
First Legal from
beginning to end,
or at any part of the
File Thru Trial™ process.

Investigations

Serve
Our registered and bonded process team
serves even the most evasive individuals.
We specialize in large and complex cases.
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Domestic
Service of
Process
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Pre-Trial
As you prepare for trial, your
needs may include settlement
negotiations, witness prep,
evidence gathering, investigation,
presentation development, court
reporting and more.

Settlement
Negotiations

Investigation

Witness Prep

Trial
Conference
Calls

Evidence
Gathering

Presentation
Development

Our team becomes your eyes and ears so you can focus on
more urgent tasks. Sometimes there’s no replacing good oldfashioned investigations. Tangible, visible evidence allows
you to take action, understand patterns and movement, and
even serve hard to find witnesses.

Post-Trial
Litigation continues beyond
the trial. Filing appeals, asset
evaluation, judgment collection
and a host of other support needs
may be required during this phase.

Document
Management

Data
Collection

Court Filing
• Court Runs
• On-Demand
• PDF
• eFiling
■ Research
■ Process Serving
• Domestic
• International
■ Messengers
■

International
Service of
Process
Forensics

Subpoena & Authorization Services
Deposition Officer
■ Subpoena Preparation
■ Document Management
■ Onsite and Offsite Scanning
■
■

Easily achieve all
your filing and court
research needs.

This phase of the File Thru
Trial™ process involves
investigation and research.
You can rely on our
expertise as you
consider your options
for legal action.

Records

First Legal provides you with national record retrieval
services using our offices and affiliate networks. We can
prepare the subpoena for you, or act as your deposition
officer. Either way, we’ll ensure you receive your records
timely and accurately.

Trial
At trial, you can rely on our
expertise at every step. Your needs
may range from the simple (copies)
to the complex (3-D animation).
We can handle every detail so you
don’t have to.

Surveillance/Sub Rosa
Basic and In-Depth Skip Tracing
■ Asset Searches
■ Difficult Service of Process
■ International Service of Process
■ Extensive Background Searches
■

Depositions

First Legal’s certified, highly skilled court reporters provide
the highest level of accuracy and efficiency. Schedule a
deposition via phone, email or online—whichever you prefer.
Our dedicated Deposition Team is available to assist you with
any questions.
Court Reporting
Videography
■ Realtime Reporting
■ Interpreting and Translation
■ Transcription
■ Document Repository
■ Conference Rooms
■ Trial Presentation Services
■

■

■

The right partner lightens
your workload. First Legal
plans to transform how you
think about the litigation
process. Our full suite of
services encompasses every
stage from File Thru Trial™.

Digital

Our digital services range from simple to complex. You’ll have
access to sophisticated eDiscovery solutions along with all
the features of a state-of-the-art copy center. You can rely on
our dedicated team to meet all your Digital needs.

Data Collection and Forensics
Processing
■ Efficient Web-Based Document Review
■ Scanning and Imaging
■ Printing
■
■

DO YOU NEED
A CUSTOMIZED
LITIGATION SERVICES
SOLUTION?
Leverage any or all of
our services to provide
the most cost-effective
solution available.

